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In regards to elections and Democracy in general, there is this thing: In most
cases, the turnouts are really low. We are constantly told we have a
"Democracy", and yes, that is the intention of it, a lot of smokescreen and
deception.

What eventually happens is that in some cases the "voting percent" does hardly
exceed 35% of a population, and in other words, only 1 in 3 people do actually
"decide" the future of said nation. Validity of percent for elections should be
above at least 45% of a turnout, i.e., one in two people have so called "Decided"
about their own "Future".

We will realistically only see the results of the elections after their actual results.
This may take a few days. Regardless, given what we have right now in the

news, things are progressively moving better for our side. Given all the enemy's
monkey rage and censorship rampage, we are faring really well, and everything
points out to the fact that the need to live and exist, is superior to the enemy's
judeomorality garbage and brainwashing techniques.

The reality of the situation is that also the systemic and NPC type of people are
far more likely to vote than simple people who seldom give a damn about
"Politics", but this has lately changed as the "Progressive" and "Leftist" voices
have literally ruined our countries, infested them, threw hard earned wealth,
money, territories, and even the living blood of people into the trash can over
useless "progressive" ideals.

Most of the people who won't even go to vote won't be Feminists and Green
party minorities, but people who are actually right or have simpler beliefs that our
species and races have to live on. This is because the enemy factions know how
to do maximum political mobilization like the leftists, to support fully unnatural
ideals, while the other factions that they fight, they operate in a different manner
and may actually ignore the ballot by high numbers.

To put this differently, the fat feminist WILL show up to throw just one ounce of
poison for the White mother that she is eternally jealous for, but the White mother
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may have her children sick this day and not go to vote. The fat evil feminist even
through a heart attack would go to the ballot to throw her vote, to guarantee that
her unnatural poison will live through the power of the vote, but the average
normal looking guy who is literally woke may just spend one more day trying to
find a reddit woke post in the lone world of the boards for 4chan, because he's
more woke than the feminist socialist land-whale, to name an example.

In other words the woke people and the NPC's do operate in entirely different
ways in that regard. So, one has to expect unstable results.

This system which is centered around these worthless ideals which are
formulated by the marxist shit-brains, is now having convulsions that another
countering to said system is emerging, ie, "Populism". They constantly cry and
whine about "Populism" and its ideals of closed borders, maintaining

homogeneity of said countries, resisting incessant migration, and in many cases
the conversation also becomes a racial conversation.

The domain of cultural conversation about 'religion' is fairly limited, as the
question of the true identity of Europe as a continent is still kept suppressed and
many fail to see that Europe was eternally White and Pagan, despite of what any
progressive or christian "maintainer" wants to believe. These toxic jewish beliefs,
from opposing sides, have always kept Europe in danger.

Europe is going through a reformation but those initiating this are still playing it
"Safe". The reason for this is that co-dependency between European countries is
a reality. What is now called the "Far Right" is just really the "Center right" of the
past, and the "Center Right" of the present is basically the "Center left" of today,
while all the "Left" parties of the past are basically pushing all the way into the
"Far Left".

The "Medium Left" all the way to the end of the left axis has become essentially
Bolshevism both in America and Abroad, and this has been going around in full
manifestation for around the last 15 years. This is because the enemy wants to
accelerate the cultural and racial damnation and assimilation of the subjects and
nations that they have conspired against. In other words, politics is going through
a cycle of re-assessment.

While the "Left" has mobilized more and more into Bolshevism, the same
movement happening on the right axis has been hampered and criminalized. The



system pretends to be surprised about LePen or some other jokes that call
themselves "Right Politicians". Their stances on most subjects such as not to be
run over by Somalis and go racially extinct are just as mediocre as any center
right party, or any centrist party. However, these are perceived and made to be
perceived as "Totally Racist Nazis" because the left does not want any cultural
opposition currently, not even within the softcore or mediocre spectrum.

Europe has been a blend of a so called "center left and center right" axis, to
avoid basically labelling for being Cultural Marxists and other defiling terms. What
arose out of this is this whole meme about refugees and acceleration policies in
creating a USSR gulag, and articles like Article 13 and 11 in censoring press and
internet, which is said to be put in effect in 2021 and currently labelled as
"Irreversible".

The rise of "Populism", i.e. "the right" of "uhm, we don't really want to go entirely
extinct but uhm, keep up the migrants coming in and give them citizenship and
passport except Salvini who is the only one who has a pair of balls that produce
testosterone" is a good sign in the proper direction, showing that the pendulum is
slowly swinging in people having more consciousness about the fact that we are
turned into Kalergi filth specimen and having our countries literally robbed from
our own hands.

Of course the system will complain every step on the "further" way this goes, but
the more they do, and the more their agenda is intensified, it's only to be
expected that people will fly off the handle more and more, until finally there is a
proper "Right" that may actually do instate some measures in stopping the mass
kalergization, low birthrates, and cultural marxism that is plaguing Europe. We
are however not there yet, and even if more "right winged" politicians are elected,
this will not be enough. However, what we are seeing with the higher numbers is
that eventually the minds of people will turn around. As to when this is
happening, this is a tricky question.

Seeing some polls and other information, or any Youtube (censored now)
comment section for this liking, you can see that people have woke up to all the
agendas of the enemy, all the way from multiculturalism, to having your nation
stolen, to bringing in illegal migrants for slave serfdom and cultural and racial
replacement, to all other pressing and existential matters. Not too long ago a poll
came out in Sweden that said that Swedish people are less fond of migration
than...Hungarians...who have Orban on the head of the state. In other words,
"elections" should tend to mirror these examples and realizations.



The situation is also however as I said in the beginning of this post that many
people not only will NOT show up to vote (so a systemic minority will decide
Europe), but that simply the awakening levels of people are no longer really
mirrored in "Medium right" like LePen and others. Europe is far more
"Radicalized" and "Far Right" than any poll is going to show, and at this point it's
viable to believe that at least 10% in every nation no longer holds "Right" or
"Center Right Values and Sentiments" but literally "Far Right" values. What is
also happening is that within the so called "Right" in Europe, as with the "Left"
which hides all the Bolsheviks, Communists, and general filth, so are hidden
factions which go from ultra-nationalists all the way down to National Socialists.

I do not think people in London who are literally aware of their own extinction do
really care to vote for Boris or just Farage to get just more systemic bullshit for
yet another 8 years without any actual result coming out of it all. Theresa May
went down as simply she is incapable of pulling out a Brexit. All of this in other
words is not only boring people, but is looking purposeful: the system is created
in such a way to maximize cultural domination and racial replacement at the
fastest pace through gibs me dat and infinite money to migrants, while delaying
any proper political advance and extending it into the span of decades (such as
the will of the people expressed by Brexit).

In other words the enemy is on a race against time to replace as many
Europeans as possible within the smallest time frame, in order to push later for
greater changes, all while condemning hard their "Right" opponents to slow down
the awakening of the populace and its advance. The system is creating an
invisible bastion of radical people especially in youth that will demand actual
change, as a result of this. This wave is going to wait for an expression. Normally,
when these things happen in history, the situations do become conclusive, and
sometimes even politically violent.

All the enemy has been doing for a while is maximum intensification of their
agenda (which is what backfired to them) and basically suppressing their
opponents from gaining a podium and just doing something about the people
who are fed up and do exist. It would be safe to say in Europe that right now, in
all places, from the most brainwashed, to the most "disobedient" like Hungary or
Poland, we have everywhere from 10 to 30% of "Populists" and people who are
willing to do what it takes to, at first, resist the enemy advance, and then, wipe
the enemy out if required under the pressure of the circumstances imposed on



European people.

To name an example here, the system for example tries to make it look like
Macron is some hot shit or some important politician. Yes, he is "important" to the
system itself that doesn't want to understand that it's on the failing mode. The
same goes for many other rotting individuals like Merkel. Macron's importance is
just pale and small compared to the Yellow Vests, who do reflect the conclusive
point of systemic fuckery, and what one experiences when you go to Paris and
you are a stranger in the workplace and in the capital of your own homeland, and
at your 40's, and White. This is what is going to be more important than any
'election' at this point, social dynamics. And these tend to resolve in way more
brutal ways than in "politics" in the end of the day.

The importance is not in the European elections and for the time being not in any
elections. Many people who kissed Trump's ass and called him a "Messiah" or a
"Nationalist Messiah" should understand this. Their "Messiah" now is going to
open the borders so they can get "More immigration than ever before in the
history of the United States" so they understand how weak this type of
"Nationalism" is.

Democracy is ruling with 1 out of 3 people of a striking majority of nations voting,
illegal voting by the droves, in many cases 30%. In Austria for example Kurz's
party was attacked over a video about promising some contracts in the
government for support to some corporations, and the Austrian public (Thanks
the Judenpresse) had an "Outrage". In other words, Kurz's party did around the
clock, back in 2017, one same political thing that the rotten political class of jews
has been doing for literally centuries in annexing Europe, so the moral jewish
press decided to give a moralistic outcry to the moralistic goyim that listen to it
still, in the face of them becoming Kalergi specimen. "Oy vey ur leader goyim
promised shekels to his people to maintain power, how dare he, oy gevalt, das
korruption. Pls vote for us the uncorrupted to bring u moar and moar black
people in Austria to get you BBC and blacked, and extinct, hehe, and gibs dem
shekels cuz Socialism and Humin Raytes, which is totally Moralistic to do, hehe".

Regardless, this is the system replicating itself and expressing discontent, as
such, there cannot be any brute or great political change in the current elections,
or in 2020. When the generation of people who are hanging from the system's
balls are going to give in progressively (ie, the pensioners in Germany who want
Abdullah to infest Germany so they can survive from 80 to 85) then things will
start to clear up further.



At best, what is going to be shown in these elections is a steady rise of the
manifested percent of how people have woken up more. But as stated this will
never really be accurate due to voters abstaining and/or not giving a fuck about
EU system mediocrity anymore.

Do not be deceived that the numbers of the "Right" and of "Nationalists" that are
"woke" are the small numbers that will be the turnouts of these elections. The
people concerned are way more. The difference is that the people REALLY
concerned have other things to do, are afraid to be targeted, and do not quite feel
comfortable to follow stooges like all the system NPC people do with Frau Merkel
and the related garbage.

The good news is also that the soft-core right is far easier to "open the road" for
people who will do actual work to set up things straight. This is because it is
opening up the conversation in the minds of people that yes, your border can and
should be closed, and that you are not morally obligated to feed all the lazy
people of the planet, nor become extinct. These ideas will later translate into
more radical ideas despite of the hopes of the system of "keeping things in
check" with "Nationalists" who are like "We will have more immigration than ever
before" and "Winning Make Israel Great Again" types of campaigns. The hope
was to neuter the situation with these, but it doesn't really seem to be happening.

So if you see percents like Golden Dawn or AfD at 10% it's safe to assume the
populace that actually supports these people is actually more like 17 or even
20%, if you subtract the censored, the percent that won't go to vote, and those
who are afraid of marginalization by their own Jew infested "Democratic" system
of "Freedom of Opinion" (and censoring Youtube and the internet) type of
governance.

Our side is growing and there is nothing the enemy can do to stop it, and what
the enemy does to advance their agenda is only adding oil to the fire.

Change will come, we must do the RTR's and keep up the intellectual warfare,
and the enemy is going to collapse.
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